
 
 

Assessment Activities, 2008-2009 
Theology Program 

 
University Assessment Goals Graduate School 

Goals 
Program Outcomes Assessment Procedures 

and Criteria 
1. Graduates will demonstrate disciplinary 
competence and/or professional proficiency. 
 

1. Graduates will demonstrate the disciplinary 
competence and/or professional proficiency with 
a global perspective in service to others. 
 

Broad knowledge of methods, movements, figures, and 
primary texts in the three major areas of contemporary 
theology. 
 

Comprehensive exam/thesis 
Completion of degree 

2. Graduates will demonstrate critical thinking 
skills.  
 

2. Graduates will demonstrate an ability to 
combine critical thinking, disciplined research, 
and effective problem-solving in their field of 
study.  
 

Ability to reflect critically and creatively upon the 
relationship between the Christian tradition (as 
expressed in classic religious texts and arguments) and 
contemporary experience 

 

3. Graduates will demonstrate Ignatian values, 
to include but not limited to a commitment to 
an exploration of faith and the promotion of 
justice. 
  

3. Graduates will demonstrate ethical decision 
making, service, and civic responsibility in 
accordance with the Judeo-Christian tradition and 
Ignatian values. 

Ability to deal with change and sequence in the 
development of Christian self-understanding and 
discipleship 

Curriculum is built around this 
– coursework, comprehensive 
exams, thesis 

4.  Graduates will demonstrate the ability to 
communicate clearly and effectively. 
 
 

4.  Graduates will respectfully and effectively 
communicate information through all modes of 
expression. 

Ability to research and write a coherent theological 
paper; 
Ability to think critically and constructively and to 
engage in theological conversation 

 

5.  Graduates will demonstrate deliberative 
reflection for personal and professional 
formation. 
 
 
 

5.  Graduates will demonstrate deliberative 
reflection for lifelong personal and professional 
formation. 
 

Ability to reflect critically and creatively upon the 
relationship between the Christian tradition (as 
expressed in classic religious texts and arguments) and 
contemporary experience 

 

6.  Graduates will demonstrate the ability to work 
effectively across race, ethnicity, culture, gender, 
religion, and sexual orientation. 
 
 

6.  Graduates will demonstrate an ability to work 
effectively and in solidarity across the 
distinctions of human diversity. 
 

  

 
 


